Arts & Sciences and Trinity College At Duke University
Development Opportunities

Arts & Sciences and Trinity College
At Duke University
Arts & Sciences and Trinity College seek philanthropic support
in these areas:

n
n
n

financial aid for undergraduate and graduate students
faculty support: endowed chairs, research support, and
course-development funds
support for faculty and student research and undergraduate
programs

Gifts to Arts & Sciences may be made for:
n

Endowment: permanent funds that may be named by the donor.

n

Restricted endowment funds begin at $100,000 ($50,000 for
young alumni). Unrestricted endowment funds begin at $50,000.
All endowment funds are payable within a five-year period.
Current funds: funds (including contributions to the Annual Fund)
that are spent for immediate needs.
Bequests and life income gifts: provide deferred giving
opportunities.

n

Challenge Opportunities:
Challenge grants are gifts that generate other gifts. A donor pledges to
match gifts from other donors, who participate in higher levels of philanthropy
than they might otherwise be able.
The Financial Aid Initiative Challenge was made possible by a

$100 million gift from a small group of donors to the Financial Aid Initiative,
a university-wide effort to raise $300 million in financial aid endowment
by the end of 2008.
$75 million will match endowments that provide need-based aid to
undergraduates; $25 million will match endowments that support graduate
and professional students, international undergraduates, and athletes.

A message from Dean George L. McLendon
“The strength of a university,” says Duke President Richard H. Brodhead, “depends
on its ability to select and recruit students on the grounds of ability, dedication, and
promise—not based on financial circumstances.”

We are in the final year of our three-year Financial Aid Initiative (FAI), a university-wide
effort to raise $300 million in endowed scholarships and fellowships to ensure that
we achieve that necessary strength—and at the same time fulfill our commitment to admit
all qualified U.S. citizens or permanent residents without regard for their ability to pay,
and to meet 100 percent of their demonstrated financial need.

In Arts & Sciences, our twin goals are $210 million for need-based scholarships for Trinity College undergraduates
and $10 million for fellowships for students in the Graduate School. By the end of 2007, we had raised more than 80
percent of the FAI’s $300 million total goal, and were thus able to announce an ambitious plan to make a Duke education
more affordable by eliminating some parental contributions and eliminating or reducing some loan contributions.

Arts & Sciences also has other important endowment priorities—support for professorships, faculty and student research,
and undergraduate programs. Gifts to endowment are invested and grow under the guidance of professional managers,
generating funds to support Duke’s students, faculty, and programs in perpetuity. Endowment gifts enable me and the
Arts & Sciences deans to plan for the future with greater certainty than would otherwise be possible. Such gifts are a
bridge between generations. Today’s students and faculty are the beneficiaries of endowment gifts made in the past;
today’s endowment gifts—your gifts—will benefit the Duke of tomorrow.

George L. McLendon

Dean of the Faculty of Arts & Sciences

Undergraduate Scholarships
For Iris Afonso T’07 and her sister,
Anna Afonso T’09, education has

meant learning the value of people.
Daughters of a Vietnamese mother
and an Argentine father, the Afonsos
were born in way stations along
their father’s path to a doctorate in
microbiology—Iris in Lafayette,
IN, Anna in Lincoln, NE. (An older
brother, Esteban E’03, was born
in Argentina, a younger brother in
Arizona. The children grew up
in Westbrook, CT, and, briefly, in
Montreal.)
A cultural anthropology major, Iris
spent her first year after graduation
studying Arabic at the University
of Qatar. After that, she hopes to
work with refugees and orphans in
the Middle East and Africa or South
America. She will miss the beauty
of Duke’s campus, but “even more
I will miss the people,” she says. “I
enjoy spending time with people and
learning from people. The people I’ve
met have nurtured me, encouraged
me, and always faithfully loved me.”
Anna used her sophomore year “to
try every class I never thought I would
take,” and decided on a pre-med
track with a major in biology. Duke
has permitted such experimentation,
she says. “I took my first dance class
here and participated in a dance
group on campus. Besides deciding to
major in a subject I thought I hated,
I discovered a love for poetry. Every
day I am a little different.” She adds:
“Mostly, I am thankful to be among
people who inspire you, challenge you,
amaze you, and endear themselves
to you.”

The Afonso sisters are recipients of
scholarships (as was their brother,
a Ph.D. candidate at the University of
Georgia’s Terry College of Business)
without which a Duke education would
not have been possible. Both were
volunteer members of the Financial
Aid Initiative Student Advisory
Council. “I was motivated to join as a
way of thanking Duke for the financial
aid I’ve received,” says Iris, who held
the Susan Illston WC’70 P’05/Robert
Asadorian P’05 Scholarship. Anna
sees the advisory council as a way
“to increase the opportunities and
support available to students while

Your gift of...

bringing their stories to those who
make it possible for us to be here.”
Duke is the rare university that
pledges to admit qualified students
regardless of their ability to pay.
Some 40 percent of undergraduates
receive some form of financial aid,
and every student is subsidized by
endowment income and current
giving. The Financial Aid Initiative
is a university-wide effort to raise
$300 million by the end of 2008.
A small group of donors has pledged
$100 million to match endowment gifts.

will be matched by... to...

$100,000+
$100,000+
		
		

endow an unrestricted undergraduate
scholarship, or a gift to an
existing scholarship endowment.

$250,000+
$250,00+
		
		
		

endow a restricted scholarship,		
for example, for students from 		
the Midwest, or biology majors, or 		
international students.

Graduate Fellowships
Jessica Wood’s plan, having studied

A graduate of Pomona College (BA) and
the University of Southern California
(MA), Wood took an alternate route
to the Duke Music Department’s Ph.D.
program in musicology and work on
a dissertation titled “Keys to the Past:
Building Harpsichords and Feeling
History in the Postwar U.S.”
Wood spent the 2007-08 academic year
on research leave in Framingham, MA,
going through the archives of Hubbard
Harpsichords, Inc., a leading maker
of replicas of antique harpsichords.
“Hubbard’s warehouse has boxes and
boxes of invoices, correspondence,
original shop drawings, employee logs,
customer surveys, scrapbooks, news
clippings. I get to see first-hand what all
the different phases of 20th-century
harpsichord making look and
sound like.
“The ‘feeling’ part of my dissertation title
partly refers to the tangible aspect of
consuming the historical harpsichord
through various commodities—for
example, the postwar idea that you
could touch the 18th century through
the form of the harpsichord kit, and
to a feeling of nostalgia associated with
the 18th century and with harpsichords
during the 1960s and 1970s.”

Your gift of...

will be matched by...

to...

$100,000+
$100,000+
		
		

endow an unrestricted graduate 		
fellowship, or a gift to an existing
fellowship endowment.

$250,000+
$250,00+
		
		
		

endow a restricted graduate 		
fellowship for students
in a particular department or 		
discipline of your choosing.

Wood—who when in Durham
haunts thrift shops and used book
stores and taught a music class for
undergraduates who converted old
LPs to CDs, then remastered them
to manipulate the music—holds the
Julian Price Endowed Dissertation
Research Fellowship in Humanities
and History. “The grant was a
godsend. It’s given me time to get a
sense of the decisions and stresses
of running a historical harpsichord
business, to interview key people,
and to visit collections at Yale, the
New York Public Library, and the
Library of Congress.”
“Graduate students,” says Duke
President Richard H. Brodhead, “are
central to the university’s mission
of pursuing society’s most pressing
questions and training the next
generation of scholars and teachers.
At Duke they form a key part in an
intergenerational community that
includes faculty and undergraduates
as well.” Endowed fellowships
help doctoral candidates like Jessica
Wood develop into mature teachers
and researchers, thereby fulfilling
the Graduate School’s mission.
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piano since childhood, was to go to
graduate school for piano performance.
“But I realized I enjoyed practicing
more than performing,” she recalls,
“and that I played well only when my
career didn’t depend on it—so the
performance route turned out not to
be for me.”

Endowed Professorships
Bruce R. Donald’s Web page offers to

“I loved being a Russian major and
studying with Bloom,” Donald says.
But even before he graduated (summa
cum laude) from Yale, Donald “walked
in to the Harvard Graduate School
of Design and got a programming job.
I worked there for four years, between
computer graphics, architecture, and
cartography. The visual and geometric
side of computer science was like
a siren song, and pulled me in.”
After earning a master’s and Ph.D. in
computer science from MIT, Donald
taught computer science and applied
mathematics at Cornell, where he
received a National Science Foundation
Presidential Young Investigator
Award. After 11 years at Cornell, he
went on to teach at Dartmouth and
came to Duke in 2006.
Donald’s research activities range
from examination of substances on
the “bioterrorism watch list” and
microrobots to new medicines and
diagnostic techniques. His work on
developing new proteins is funded
by the National Institutes of Health.
“The goal is a linear progression
from the theoretical to the practical,”
Donald says, “so-called ‘end-to-end’
research that starts off in mathematics
and ends in making a new machine
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conduct visitors on a “(not entirely?)
random walk” through his curriculum
vitae. An interesting journey it is, for
Donald, the William and Sue Gross
Professor of Computer Science and
Biochemistry, with research interests
in nanoscience, structural biology,
computer graphics, and drug design,
began his academic career as a student
of Russian at Yale, and numbers
among his mentors the prodigious
critic Harold Bloom, who once called
himself “probably the largest monster
of reading I have ever known.”

or protein that didn’t exist on
the planet before.” Donald’s silicon
microrobots, half the size of the
periods on this page, “could probably
shrink by a factor of 100 in my lifetime.
Other nanotechnologies, based on
proteins, could be much smaller,”
leading to promising developments
in nanomedicine.
Donald came to Duke because of “the
wonderful collaborations in research
possible with terrific scientists across

the Departments of Computer Science,
Biochemistry, Biology, the Institute
of Genome Science and Policy, and
so on.” He was attracted, as well,
by the offer of a named professorship,
endowed by William H. Gross T’66
P’97 and Sue J. Gross P’97, Duke’s
highest recognition of teaching,
scholarship, and service. “This was an
unexpected and thoroughly delightful
honor,” Donald says. “It is very
gratifying to be recognized for doing
what one loves.”

Your gift of...

will...

$2.5 million

endow a full professorship for a recognized leader in an
academic field.

$1.5 million

endow an associate professorship for an individual
who shows clear evidence of continuing excellence in an
academic field.

$1 million

endow an assistant professorship for an individual who shows
promise for continued development as a teacher and scholar.

$100,000

endow support for faculty development and research funds.

Scholarship that
Serves Society
The hardest thing about adjusting
to college life for James B. Duke
Professor of Sociology Linda Burton
P’00 was getting used to the quiet
at Penn State University. “I was
so accustomed to hearing police
helicopters or sirens all the time at
home,” says Burton. Home was
Compton, CA, the Los Angeles suburb
chronicled by rap groups like N.W.A.
and notorious for turf wars between
such gang rivals as the Bloods and
the Crips. Burton’s walk home from
a parochial elementary school with

Your gift of...

will...

$100,000

endow faculty support funds.

$100,000

endow funds to support undergraduate research.

$100,000

endow support for a variety of undergraduate programs.

her two sisters meant having to
physically defend themselves every
day from the public school children
they encountered along the way.

“An ethnographer becomes part of a
family,” Burton says. “Although it
takes a while to build a relationship,
the respondents usually come to
appreciate an observer, who is often
When Burton aspired to be an
the first person to take them seriously
academic, did growing up in such an
and want to hear about their lives
environment predetermine an interest and experiences. The human factor
in urban poverty? “It probably was
wins out nine times out of ten. The fact
inevitable,” Burton says. “At 13,
that I’m a mother of four kids, and
I worked in a nursing home in Watts
that I grew up in a context in many
and learned a lot about life and
ways quite similar to families that
death and family. Out of that came
I work with, helps them know that
an interest in teenage pregnancy,
I respect them and see their lives
especially its impact on the mothers
as important—and as important as
of teenagers. My early scholarship
my own.”
focused on 25-year old grandmothers
and 45-year old great-grandmothers.” Burton came to Duke in 2006, after
22 years at Penn State. “The scholarly
Burton recently directed some 200
community here is extraordinary,”
investigators working on one of the
Burton says. “I almost feel as though
largest ethnographic research projects I’m back in school again, learning
ever, a multiyear study of the effects
from my colleagues in sociology and
of welfare reform legislation on
other departments and expanding my
256 families in Boston, San Antonio, knowledge enormously.”
and Chicago. Used to working
alone or on small teams, Burton
Duke’s strategic plan aims to make
wanted “a broad range of
the university a place where teaching
and research are directly applied
perspectives and a timely process
to some of the world’s most pressing
because of the important
policy implications of welfare
problems, such as the changing
dynamics of American families. The
reauthorization.”
engagement of faculty like Linda
Burton in service to society is a natural
extension of what President Richard
H. Brodhead calls “learning to make
a difference.”
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